ATHENS programme in Mines ParisTech

Practical Information

Address
École Nationale Supérieure des Mines de Paris
60, Boulevard saint Michel
75272 – PARIS cedex 06
Phone: +33 1 40 51 90 00

Access
RER Line B – Luxembourg station
Buses 21, 27, 38, 82, 84, 85, 89

Map of MINES ParisTech
The map on the following page shows the layout of the 4 buildings: Luxembourg (zone L), Saint-Michel (zone M), Vendôme (zone V) and Saint-Jacques (zone J).
The 1st digit of the room number indicates the floor (ex: L 207 is located in the Luxembourg building, 2nd floor).

Dean’s Office (Direction des Études)
Person in charge of the ATHENS – ParisTech week at MINES ParisTech:
Mrs BAYSAL Élisabeth – Office L 215 – Phone: 00 33 1 40 51 90 79.

Courses Location (March 2019)
MP01 – Le langage C++: L 108 (French language)
MP02 - Couleur, arts, industrie : V 106B (French language)
MP03 - Europe utile, comprendre…: L 109 except Monday : Bruxelles (French language)
MP04 - Agro-Ecology…: V 106A (English language)
Services

Lunch
Lunch is at the expense of the students.
There are several options:

- University restaurant “BULLIER” (student rate: 3,25€)
  From Monday to Saturday 11h30 - 14h and 18h15 - 20h
  39 avenue Georges Bernanos 75005 Paris
  RER B : Port-Royal (10 minutes walk from the School)
  Payment: cash (exact amount)
  **Your student ID is required** to benefit from the student rate!

- Cafeteria in the school (4-10€)

- The surrounding area (the “Latin Quarter”) offers many restaurants for all budgets, from cheap takeaways to gastronomic meals.

WI-FI

EDUROAM is the roaming access service available in all ATHENS institutions. It gives you Internet connectivity whether you’re studying or working at another institution.
**Attention!!** Connect your phone, tablet, or laptop **BEFORE** leaving your home university. Then, there’s no need to request special accounts or borrow other people’s IDs – just activate your device and you should be online.

Library
The library is open from 9.00 to 18.30. You can consult any publication (books, newspapers...) there and browse the online databases.

Museum of Mineralogy
Curator: Mr Didier NECTOUX
The school owns the 3rd largest collection of mineralogy in the world. It can be visited from Tuesday to Saturday.